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A MANAGER’S VIEW

Continuing to Battle the Virus

By DuWayne Thompson,
CHS Northland Grain,
general manager

We’ve come a long way since last spring when everything closed down as the
pandemic was upon us.
We went through a time this past fall where the case counts were really high,
and it was scary. Since then, we’ve come well off those highs. Many of our
communities are at fairly low levels of COVID-19 cases at the present time.
But we’re also seeing a resurgence across the United States, and we have a new
strain coming into the country that the CDC is suggesting is even more contagious.
Right now, the employees of CHS Ag Services, CHS Mahnomen and CHS
Northland Grain are staying strong and making sure we’re washing hands, social
distancing, and we are wearing masks to get us to the next step — vaccination.
I urge you to seriously consider getting vaccinated and helping to put this
thing behind us. That said, I know there are people on different sides of the
vaccination question — and even if we do get vaccinated this virus is going to be
around a bit. So it is important that we all be vigilant and follow protocols.
All CHS facilities continue to operate under the guidelines we set forth at the
beginning. There is not a lot of foot traffic in or out of our offices. Generally
speaking, those doors should be locked. This protocol will continue until the
State of Minnesota and the leadership of CHS provide different guidance.

VISITOR RESTRICTIONS
Due to COVID-19
NOW IN EFFECT
TO HELP KEEP OUR FACILITY
COVID-19 FREE
ADMITTANCE TO OUTSIDE
VISITORS IS NOT ALLOWED AT
THIS TIME

If you need assistance, please call: 218-964-5252 or 218-686-7731

FEEL THE PULSE
OF THE LAND
IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HAND
Maximize your return on investment with data-driven insights.
No one knows your farm like you do. Now you can support those instincts with
the power of our digital tools. Climate FieldView™ is your data partner to help you
improve profitability by making better informed operating decisions and getting
the most out of every acre.
To learn more visit climate.com or contact your local dealer.

Our services provide estimates or recommendations based on models. These do not guarantee results. Consult your agronomist, commodities broker and
other service professionals before making financial, risk management, and farming decisions. More information at http://www.climate.com/disclaimers.
iPad® is a registered mark of Apple, Inc. Climate FieldView™ is a trademark of The Climate Corporation. ©2020 The Climate Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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LEADERSHIP

Annual Meeting News
Governance of your co-op will look different this year with pandemic restrictions on gatherings, both from the state and
from CHS.

CHS Ag Services
“For obvious reasons,” states
Ryan Anderson, CHS Ag Services
general manager, “we have decided
to cancel our in-person annual
meeting which is normally held in
March in conjunction with our Ag
Industry Day.”
“The management and board
decided against a virtual annual
meeting because we do not
believe it will have the impact
or participation of an in-person
meeting,” he continues. Instead,
CHS Ag Services will send patrons
an annual report with a message
from the general manager and
the board chairman. The mailing
will also request permission from
the owners to represent them at
the CHS Inc. annual meeting in
December.
“We’re going to push pause on
elections for one year,” says Ryan.

“All current directors will
continue to serve for the next
12 months.”
Anderson is hopeful that, a year
from now, CHS Ag Services will
be hosting its regular Ag Industry
Day and annual meeting, including
elections.
“I don’t want anyone to think our
representative form of governance
is going away,” he adds, “but with
COVID-19 we need to prioritize
what’s important and that’s keeping
our owners, our employees and
their communities safe.”
Anderson says his team wants
to see growers in person, but it is
most important to keep everyone
safe and healthy right now. “We
appreciate the support you’ve given
us in the past fiscal year and are
looking forward to another great
year in 2021.”

CHS Mahnomen
“Normally in March we would
hold our annual meeting,” says
James Hardy, CHS Mahnomen
general manager. “But with COVID
restrictions, we won’t be able to do
that this year.” However, producer
board ballots were mailed out
recently, he added.
“Our plan right now is to meet
together in person in the middle
of the summer,” he continues.
“We’d like to do producer updates
around our customer appreciation
events at Erskine and Mahnomen.”
This may include an abbreviated
version of an annual meeting, but
that depends on the restrictions in
place at the time.

LEADERSHIP

“In any case, we look forward to the possibility of being
together with everyone in a setting like that and talking
with all of you face-to-face when possible,” adds Hardy.

CHS Northland Grain
“We sent out notice last fall that we would not have our
local annual meeting, which is usually scheduled for early
December,” says DuWayne Thompson, CHS Northland
Grain general manager.
“We did send out a financial statement to everyone,
along with a ballot asking them to authorize our producer
board to attend the CHS annual meeting in 2021,” he
continues, adding, “We received strong approval from our
membership on that.”
“Of course,” states DuWayne, “we would really like to
get in front of our membership and listen to them, which
is an important purpose of an annual meeting. Until then,
everyone please stay safe and healthy.”

All photos from 2020 Ag Industry Day.
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CHS NORTHLAND GRAIN

Warren terminal with 2.2
million storage on the CP and
Burlington Northern Railroads

New Leadership at the Warren Terminal
CHS Northland Grain has named an experienced grain originator and an experienced operations manager to direct the
future of its facility at Warren, Minnesota. The Warren terminal is a circle track shuttle facility with a roughly 2.2 million storage
capacity, handling wheat, beans and corn. The terminal has access to two different railroads: CP and Burlington Northern.
On Nov. 30, 2020, Justin Sands became the location manager of the Warren terminal. On Dec. 30, 2020, Justin Meyer
became the grain operations supervisor at the terminal.

Justin Sands
The new
location manager
has been buying
grain at Warren
since April 2019.
Before that, he
worked primarily
in agronomy but occasionally helped
out in grain. As such, Justin has
worked in and around the grain
industry since 2013.
“We had some turnover and
needed a leadership change,” says
Justin, of his 2020 appointment
job change. “I saw the opportunity
to become location manager as a
welcome change.”
Justin sees his strengths as
leadership and the desire to help his
employees learn, grow and advance.
He’s grateful for this opportunity to
lead. “I hope that we can make this
place something special,” he states.
Justin’s goal will be to grow the
business in Warren by improving
the customer experience. “I bring
a customer-focused approach
to the grain business,” says the
new location manager. “If we
communicate well with area

growers, provide timely services
(like grain receiving, storage and
marketing) and offer fair pricing
and discounts, I’ll have done what I
set out to do.”
The new Warren location
manager grew up in Detroit Lakes
and studied agronomy at University
of Minnesota at Crookston. Justin
and his wife Teresa have two sons:
Jace, 9 and Gunner, 6.

Justin Meyer
Justin Meyer
knows grain and
cooperatives.
He worked at
Mid-Valley Grain
in Crookston for
15 years, leaving
three years ago
to manage an elevator for another
company. As of Dec. 30, 2020, he’s
back at CHS Northland Grain as
grain operations supervisor at the
Warren terminal.
“I’ll be helping our new location
manager, Justin Sands, with day-today operations like loading trains
and making the elevator

run smoothly, so he can do some
buying,” says Justin.
Justin grew up in Crookston,
graduating from Climax High
School, and going straight to work
for a local seed company. “I was
with that seed company for about
eight months,” he states. “Then I
went to work at Mid-Valley Grain.”
“CHS is where I feel at home,”
says Justin. “So when Robert
(Staehnke) called me about this job,
I jumped at the opportunity.” With
his experience in loading trains and
running elevators, Justin believes he
can make a difference.
“I know some of the producers
around here, so that will help as we
try to get more business coming in
the doors.”
With a blended family of 10,
Justin and his girlfriend spend
most of their free time hanging out
with their kids. The family enjoys
spending time at area lakes in the
summertime.
Justin encourages growers to call
the Warren terminal and visit with
him and with location manager
Justin Sands. “We’ll see what we can
do to help you,” he says.

CHS MAHNOMEN

New Leadership at Erskine
“After many years in the business, Doug Derosier is retiring
as location manager of our Erskine grain terminal,” says James
Hardy, CHS Mahnomen general manager. “Doug has been a
huge asset and a great mentor to me, personally. It has been a
pleasure working with him.”
James continues, “In a selfish sense, I hate to see Doug go.
I am happy he will now have the opportunity to spend more
time with his family. Life is not just about work, and he has
many grandkids to spend time with.”
Moving into the role of location manager is Sam Swanson,
currently a grain procurement merchandiser at the Erskine
terminal.
“While the job search took us across the country, we found
that our strongest candidate was Sam Swanson,” James says.
“Sam’s experience in the grain industry makes him a key fit for
this role.”
“Though I hate to see Doug go, I feel very positive about the
situation at Erskine,” he adds. “Sam will do a good job.”

“I’m excited and up for the challenge.”
“I feel like this is a good fit for me and for our customers,”
says Sam Swanson about his new position with CHS. On
March 1, Sam will take over as location manager of the
Erskine terminal.
Sam brings first hand experience with the railroad and how
it operates to his new position. “My job out of high school was
conductor, which means I managed the train,” he states. “I
understand the challenges that face the people bringing our
transportation — the odd hours, the delays and so forth.”
Just beginning his career, Sam feels he can bring a fresh
perspective to the industry. “I think there will be an even
bigger wave of technology that is going to hit agriculture.
Specifically, I see that technology changing how we operate
an elevator and apps enhancing the way we work with our
customers,” he says.
“I did not grow up on a farm, but my dad did and so did a
lot of my close friends,” says Sam. “I developed a passion for
agriculture and wanted to turn that passion into a career.”
He started working for CHS Mahnomen in November 2019 as
the grain procurment merchansider in Erskine. Prior to that, he
worked for the Canadian Pacific Railroad and graduated from
NDSU in 2017 with a BS in Agricultural Economics.
Sam and his wife Lydia live in Fosston, just 14 miles away
from the Erskine terminal. “I want to make sure everyone
knows I’m excited and up for the challenge,” he says of his
new position.

Doug Derosier has 40 years in the grain
business. He became location manager
at the Erskine terminal in September
2008, shortly after its construction.

“I developed a passion for agriculture
and wanted to turn that passion into a
career,” says Sam Swanson who took
over as location manager of the Erskine
terminal in March.
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CHS AG SERVICES

New Leadership at
Drayton Agronomy
“Roland Anderson retired
Jan. 15, 2021, as manager of
our Drayton, North Dakota,
location,” says Chris Kolstoe,
CHS Ag Services agronomy
department manager. “I want
to thank Roland for his years
of leadership and service to
the growers around Drayton
and to CHS Ag Services.”
“We’ve decided to merge
Kyle Pietruszewski at the
two CHS Ag Services
Drayton plant.
locations — Drayton and
Stephen, Minnesota,”
continues Chris. “Kyle Pietruszewski, manager at our
Stephen location, will provide great leadership and
forward thinking to both Drayton and Stephen.”
He adds, “growers served by these two CHS Ag
Services locations should see streamlined service as
we combine rolling stock and staff at Stephen and
Drayton.”
Kyle will divide his time between both locations,
according to Kolstoe. Meanwhile, two talented
agronomists — Ethan Woinarowicz and Josh Sundby
— will step in to serve Stephen accounts with whom
Kyle currently works.
Growers should continue to call the CHS Ag Services
location where they have done business in the past.

Combining assets for efficiency
Kyle Pietruszewski grew up in Stephen. In high
school, he worked on a local farm for a family friend.
Kyle earned an agricultural systems degree from
North Dakota State University. He moved to Indiana
and worked for Gavilon Grain before returning in 2012
to work for John Deere dealerships in Cavalier and
Warren. Kyle joined CHS Ag Services in 2014.
“Agronomy gave me more opportunities to get
out in the field in season,” he explains of the move.
“Instead of reacting to problems people are having
on the iron side, I’m looking for opportunities to make
things better.”
Since 2014, Kyle has served a dual role — location
manager at Stephen and the location’s sole sales
agronomist. “I’ve built on the existing relationships

CHS Ag Services Stephen, Minn.

here,” he states, “and seeing my customers succeed by taking in a
bountiful harvest after putting all the work into it is very rewarding
for me.”
Kyle looks forward to managing both Stephen and Drayton.
“They are neighboring locations, and it will be a challenge, but
also an opportunity to bring the teams at both locations together
to work as one,” he says.
“Our customers should have a smoother experience and we’ll
use our assets a little more efficiently,” he continues. “It shouldn’t
matter if they get their products from the Stephen or from
Drayton — as long as they get them in a timely fashion.”
Going into spring, Kyle will spend time introducing Ethan
Woinarowicz and Josh Sundby to Stephen growers he’s served
in the past and working on ways Drayton and Stephen can work
together.
“It should be a seamless transition for our growers,” says Kyle.
“With the two locations working together, we should be able to
serve them better.”

Stephen Location
900-ton dry fertilizer plant
3 sprayers and tenders
5 full-time employees

Drayton Location
12,800-ton dry fertilizer plant
4 floaters and tenders
7 full-time employees

Roland Anderson with retirement cake.
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RETHINK BALANCED CROP NUTRITION

5 CONSIDERATIONS TO GET CROPS OFF TO A GOOD START
Spring weather can be unpredictable. A strong crop nutrition plan is vital.
Here are a few crop nutrition best practices:
1. Conduct a soil test or revisit the most recent one to help set appropriate yield goals.
2. Review yield data to identify areas of high nutrient removal and consider nutrient replacement.
3. Recommend applying fertilizer before tillage to reduce nutrient losses.
4. In sandy soil be mindful of mobile nutrients (nitrate, sulfate, boron and chloride) and how they may
move beyond the rooting zone for uptake.
5. Continue monitoring crops after planting to identify and record early-season nutrient deficiencies.

SCAN THE QR CODE WITH
YOUR MOBILE PHONE CAMERA
TO TRY IT OUT OR VISIT
CROPNUTRITION.COM.

© 2021 The Mosaic Company. All rights reserved. Aspire and MicroEssentials are registered trademarks of The Mosaic Company.
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GROWTH

Hazel and Crookston Agronomy
Ready for Spring

CHS Ag Services has invested $2.5 million in a new crop protection product warehouse at Crookston. The warehouse, completed in February, features twin load bays and an
automated bulk crop protection and liquid fertilizer storage and mixing system. The new facility will be put into service this spring.

By Ryan Anderson,
CHS Ag Services,
General Manager

Both our new 17,000-ton Hazel dry plant and
our new 50’ x 200’ Crookston crop protection
products (CPP) warehouse will open to serve our
grower-owners this spring.
The new Hazel plant with its 300-ton tower
will allow us to combine all of our assets and
rolling stock from Thief River Falls and St. Hilaire
down to one.
During the month of January, we dumped 100
cars of urea at Hazel, and we’ve been doing small
grower tours of the plant, prior to the opening of
the spring season. If you are interested in a tour,
contact your CHS Ag Services sales agronomist.

The new CPP warehouse in Crookston was
completed the first of February. It offers growers
and employees a state-of-the-art experience
like they’ve never had. The warehouse features
two enclosed loading bays for liquid fertilizer
and water and a brand-new bulk system with
completely automated loadout of liquid and crop
protection products.
With the pandemic and all the budget
restraints that have come with it, there are
probably a lot of reasons for not doing capital
projects like Hazel and Crookston. But this shows
our owners that CHS is dedicated to investing in
facilities that deliver value and help them grow.

The construction
of our new
17,000-ton dry
fertilizer plant
at Hazel, with
storage for
10,000 tons of
urea, will allow
CHS Ag Services
to shut down
two smaller,
aging facilities
at St. Hilaire and
Thief River Falls.

SAFETY

BEWARE OF THE LONG HOURS
AND STRESS OF SPRING
By Jesse Bushelle, Trevor Staehnke, Steve Spaeth and Bernie Perreault
CHS Safety Specialists for CHS Ag Services, CHS Mahnomen and CHS Northland Grain

Jesse BushelleCHS Ag
Services

Trevor Staehnke

Steve Spaeth

Bernie Perreault

Our employees have been working
on equipment and getting ready for
the spring season! So have you, no
doubt. We look forward to providing
the best service to our farmer-owners.
“I understand there will be long
hours, and this is a stressful time for
many,” says Jerry Valley, CHS East
Region safety specialist. “Please
remember to take a step back and
consider all hazards that may be
surrounding you during this time.”
We have two locations that received
upgrades this last year. Our Hazel
location’s new 17,000-ton mega
fertilizer plant will be operational this
spring. That location has also updated
its seed treating and NH3 storage
facility. “This is truly a one-stop shop
for our producers in this area,” says
Bernie Perreault, CHS Ag Services
safety specialist.
Secondly, Crookston has added a
state-of-the art liquid filling center
that is completely in containment.
This facility will be able to load liquid
fertilizer and fill bulk crop protection
into containers. We have also
upgraded the NH3 storage facility at
Crookston to be able to handle any
business that comes our way.
Both sites will be ready for the
spring season, along with all the CHS
Ag Services locations. We wish you a
safe and successful spring season and
look forward to seeing you around!

Grain Safety Week
The national Stand Up for Grain
Safety Week, sponsored by the
Alliance (a collaboration of ag industry
groups), will be held March 29-April 2,
2021. This is a collective industry focus
on grain safety for our employees,
contractors, customers and producers.
All of our safety specialists are fully
aware that we work in an industry
that can be very unforgiving if all
precautions are not taken. Lives can
be changed dramatically in a few short
seconds.
The four safety specialists add, “we
are here for conversations about grain
safety and helping our employees, our
contractors and our farmer-owners
find the resources needed to get the
job done safely.”
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CHS PEOPLE

New Faces –
More Talent at Greenbush

Corey Olson

“I like to be outdoors, and now that I’m working
in the grain business, I’m outdoors a lot,” says
Corey Olson. A native of Roseau, Corey signed
on with CHS Northland Grain this past December.
Since then, he’s been loading railcars, unloading
semis, and servicing equipment like Bobcats and
Wranglers, which he is well-qualified to do. Corey
also likes to work on a variety of things — and this
job at the Greenbush elevator gives him a chance
to do just that.
Corey started working a 40-hour shift at Marvin
Windows between his junior and senior years in
high school. After earning a one-year degree in
outdoor power at Detroit Lakes Vo-Tech, he was
hired as a development technician for Polaris’
domestic engine group. Five years later, Corey
went to work for Pepsi of Warroad, servicing and
installing pop machines and restaurant fountains.
Another five years later, he joined Central Boiler
at Greenbush and worked his way up to the lead
position in shipping.
“Five years after that, I left to buy a semi-truck,”
says this third-generation truck driver. He worked
as an owner-operator for 11 years before joining
CHS Northland Grain at Greenbush.
On the side, Corey processes and sells firewood
and drives sprint cars on dirt racetracks. He lives
in Badger.
This multi-talented man is also father to two
daughters: Olivia and Jordan. “My oldest is 35
now, and two years ago, she had a little girl
named Miley, so I am a grandpa also.”

Quick Learner at St. Hilaire

Chris Bozeman

Growing up in Red Lake Falls, Minnesota, Chris
Bozeman was attracted to mechanical work right
out of high school. He began assembling grain
bins and then went on to work on the Arctic Cat
assembly line at Thief River Falls.
“I always like to lend a helping hand,” says
Chris. “I’m a quick learner — I try my best to learn
everything as fast as I can.”
Chris, who lives in Red Lake Falls, has a buddy
who works for CHS Northland Grain. “He asked
me if I wanted to work here, and here I am,” says
the operations employee who started in October
and helps in the driveway and all around the St.
Hilaire elevator.
During his off time, Chris likes to hang out with
friends, playing hockey, golfing and fishing. His
first child, a son, is due to be born in May.

CHS PEOPLE

– Different Places
Self-Driver at Crookston
Jonas Shear, a new employee of CHS Ag
Services, is not new to delivering energy or
to trucking. For six years, Jonas worked for a
competitor, hauling petroleum products. Before
that he drove truck on local dairy farms.
Originally from Illinois, Jonas moved to
northwestern Minnesota with his mother
(originally from Grand Forks) and lived in
McIntosh for 15 years. He graduated from Win-EMac High School in Erskin in 2005.
In September 2020, Jonas joined CHS Ag
Services and currently drives a propane bulk
truck based in Crookston. He delivers propane in
about a 30-mile radius to farms and communities
like Maple Lake, Union Lake, Fisher and Climax.
To his position, Jonas brings experience and
“the ability to work independently and to do my
best to get propane to our customers in a timely
fashion,” he states.
His family’s passion is ice fishing. He, his wife
Mhedz, and their two boys — Jonas Jr. (6) and
Ruven (4) — fish crappies on frozen lakes during
the winter.

Jonas Shear

Expert Welder at Hazel
Growing up on a beef farm near Gully,
Minnesota, Thomas Daniels knows cattle. “There
was never a dull moment,” he says of his family’s
calf business. “We were always busy.”
After graduating high school in Fosston,
Minnesota, Thomas studied welding technology
at Northland Community College in Thief River
Falls. One of his first jobs was building wood
stoves at Woodmasters in Red Lake Falls. Thomas
has also built snowmobile frames at Arctic Cat,
and he’s worked in Kansas.
Thomas recently moved back to northwestern
Minnesota to spend more time with his daughter,
Evah, who just started school. He took a job with
CHS Northland Grain this past October and looks
forward to learning the grain business.
“Thomas has an ag and mechanical background
and has turned out to be a very good fit at our
Hazel terminal,” says DuWayne Thompson, CHS
Northland Grain general manager.
In his free time, Thomas hunts, four-wheels and
takes care of his daughter.

Thomas Daniels
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CHECK OUT CHS AUTUMN REWARDS
Thank you to the growers who have
supported our CHS Autumn Rewards
finance programs in the past. In one form
or another, a total of 485 growers utilized
the program during the 2020 growing
year. The 2021 growing year will be my
third with CHS Ag Services, and this
program continues to grow.
Jake Brown,
For qualified buyers, we will continue
CHS Ag Services,
to offer zero percent financing on crop
Credit Manager
protection purchases until Nov. 15, 2021;
zero percent financing on seed purchases until Jan. 15, 2022;
and 3.4% financing on fuels delivered to the farm under our
Automatic Fuel Delivery program until Jan. 15, 2022.
As of today, I have received roughly 40% of the
applications we did all of last year, and more are arriving
every day. Please have your applications to me at our
Warren office by the end of March. That will give us ample
time to process them and let growers know if they have
been approved, before heading for the field.

If you have not participated in our CHS Autumn Rewards
program in the past, please reach out to your local CHS Ag
Services representative for an application and any other
information you may need to make your decision.

CHS Capital Loan Information Now Online
This year, producers who utilize the MyCHS website will
be able to access their CHS Capital loan information. We
set up a handful of people with this information at the
end of 2020, and they say they really appreciate having
the information at their fingertips rather than having to
make a call.

“As of today, I have received
roughly 40% of the applications
we did all of last year, and more
are arriving every day.”

A NOTE ON CROP PROTECTION
All input loans offered under CHS Autumn Rewards
have a maturity date of Jan. 15, 2022. On crop
protection purchases, however, the zero percent
interest rate expires Nov. 15, 2021. Any balance carried
forward after that date is subject to CHS Capital’s base
rate plus 0.1 percent, until maturity.
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TECHNOLOGY

MyCHS Introduces Online Payment
I want to let you know about the
latest feature available within MyCHS:
pay online. When MyCHS launched,
many customers asked for this option.
Our MyCHS app did not have pay online
functionality at that time.
We have been working hard in the last
several months to allow you to see your
Kelsey Schultz,
unpaid balances and pay those balances
MyCHS Product
from multiple bank accounts. For
Specialist
customers with more than one account,
you will be able to see and pay your balances across all
CHS businesses you patronize.
You can also schedule your payments ahead of time by
picking a future date to have them processed.

A feature coming soon is customers will be able to see
cash bids for their local CHS grain elevators. Instead of
going to each website, they can now go to MyCHS and
have all bids in one place.
All of MyCHS is mobile friendly and will have the exact
same functionality if you access it on your computer at
home or on your phone.
If you haven’t signed up for MyCHS, do it today and
don’t miss the latest features. Go to your local CHS website
or better yet, go to mychs.chsinc.com.
EDITOR’S NOTE: We’re working to make MyCHS user
friendly, and we’re always looking for input. Sign up for
MyCHS, explore the features, and use the app’s blue popup to leave your feedback or ask any questions. We’ll get
back to you within 24 hours.

Other Valuable Features
In recent months, we’ve rolled out two large features on
the grain side. CHS customers can now run a proof of yield
report. It’s easy to pick your timeframe and generate a
report that gives you the total bushels you have delivered
to your local elevators.
Another feature we introduced recently is the grain
summary. Pick a timeframe, and MyCHS will give you a
report of all the dollars CHS has paid you over that period.

We’ve Got
You Covered
David Hunt, certified energy
specialist, presents a check to
Chad Thorson (left) and Jason
Thorson (right), both of East Grand
Forks. The warranty payment for
repairs to the transmission of a
John Deere 8235r was made to
Thorson Farming under the Cenex
Total Protection Plan. Are you
covered? Reach out to a CHS Ag
Services certified energy specialist
to find out more about the Total
Protection Warranty.

ENERGY

Why Put Money Down for Fuel
. . . when you could use it somewhere else?

By David Hunt and Clay Syverson, CHS Ag Services, Certified Energy pecialists
Energy prices have increased dramatically from the lows
of last spring. Since fall, for instance, fuel prices have risen
30-40%. In this volatile market, why put money down to fill
a supply tank when you could be using it somewhere else?
We offer Automated Fuel Delivery (AFD). With AFD, you
never run out of fuel and you never pay the highest price
for the fuel you use. Plus, AFD’s flexible pricing options
leave you in control of your purchases.
When you sign up for AFD, you allow CHS to put a
monitor on your tanks and keep your tanks full.
Rather than charging for each fill, we’ll only bill for the
fuel you use. And when prices rise 25 cents a gallon, like
they did in January, you’ll pay an average price for the
month, not the highest price, for the product you’ve taken
out of the tank.
What happens if the market drops like a rock, like it did
last spring? With AFD, you decide the right time to buy out
the whole tank. You can also use AFD as a risk mitigation
tool by contracting fuel to be used for next fall’s field work.

Let Us Manage Your Fuel

input costs? With
grain prices soaring,
you could make a lot
more money selling
what you grow with
the help of that fuel.
“Why should I
worry about saving
David Hunt
Clay Syverson
1-2 cents per gallon
on fuel when soybeans increased 20-40 cents per bushel
last week?” a customer asked recently. “You just take care
of my fuel and let me worry about marketing my grain.”
By the way, you may have heard AFD has some
costs attached to it. Nothing could be further from the
truth. There is NO COST to be on AFD. CHS installs and
maintains the tank monitors free of charge. We can afford
to do that, since they make our trucking and routing more
efficient and prevent overfills.
Call one of our certified energy specialists today and ask
about AFD.

We’re betting that, most of the time, you’ll just want to
purchase what you use and be happy you didn’t buy a tank
of fuel at the top of the market.
Do you really want to spend time and energy worrying
about the price of fuel, which accounts for 5-10% of your

“You just take care of my fuel and let
me worry about marketing my grain.”

CHS AG SERVICES — CERTIFIED ENERGY SPECIALISTS
JOHN GRANDSTRAND

Stephen, Greenbush, Badger and Thief River Falls

218-478-4181

john.grandstrand@chsinc.com

TOM PROUT

Grand Forks, Hillsboro and Fargo

701-739-3304

thomas.prout@chsinc.com

DAVID HUNT

Oslo, Argyle, Minto and Drayton

218-201-1517

david.hunt1@chsinc.com

CLAY SYVERSON

Crookston, Erskine, Ada, Mahnomen and Oklee

218-280-3451

clay.syverson@chsinc.com
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OUR 2021 TRIPLE PLAY PROGRAM

Andrew Schultz,
CHS Ag Servics,
sales manager

Growers that plan to utilize the Triple Play program for 2021 will
hopefully find it to be a simple and effective way to garner additional
money back on various crop protection products.
Many of the products included in this program are ones that area
farmers have grown accustomed to using. That’s why, for this year’s
program, it makes so much sense to maximize your return.
To take advantage of the Triple Play program, you must
participate in Bayer Plus and purchase various products. In
doing so, you will receive 10% off various products that most of
our patrons have a history of using on their farms.
This program is a great example of CHS utilizing their
distribution, retail and business relationships to return
meaningful dollars to area growers. I anticipate that this year’s
Triple Play program will be the most utilized program I can
remember in my history with CHS Ag Services.
Triple Play, paired with our 0% financing options and our
three-year average of more than 10% patronage rates on crop
protection products, will put you in a great position to succeed.
Contact your local CHS Ag Services sales agronomist for specific
details and opportunities regarding this year’s Triple Play program.

CROPS

Creating Custom Drainage Maps

Mark Halley

Michael Beiswenger

Paul Davey

Your YieldPoint team can help you find a program or
an app that best suits your operation.

With a longer-than-usual fall in 2020, most Red River Valley growers were able to
accomplish more ditching than in previous years. They kept the YieldPoint® team very
busy making ditching maps and exporting them to a variety of monitors and tablets.
Using these maps, growers were able to eliminate guesswork and put the ditches and
spoil where they needed to go.
Utilizing custom drainage maps made by your YieldPoint team not only saves time
and fuel for your operation, but it is a key factor in minimizing yield loss in drown-out
areas. There are several options when it comes to ditching programs, monitors and
applications. Your YieldPoint team can help you find a program or an app that best suits
your operation. Then, we can import custom maps in the most current monitors and
apps.
One way for growers to make the proper changes to fields through ditching is to have
their RTK data analyzed and sometimes merged with their existing ditching maps. This
can track your progress with ditching and, when analyzed with your yield data, keep
track of yield loss and gain over years of ditching.
To achieve the most
accurate ditching plan
for your operation,
contact the YieldPoint
department at CHS
Ag Services to talk
about map options and
the best implements
available to capture the
best RTK data. Your
YieldPoint team can help
ensure proper calibration
of your implements and
monitors to achieve
the most accurate and
usable data.
YieldPoint specialists have been busy making ditching maps and exporting them to a
variety of monitors and tablets.
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GLOBAL MARKETS

Soybeans Feel
the Squeeze
Ami L Heesch,
Commodity Broker III,
CHS Hedging LLC

There have been significant changes in the
soybean balance sheet over the past few years.
We have gone from comfortable ending stocks in
2019/20 to tight stocks in 2020/21.
The USDA forecasts the 2020/21 U.S. ending
stocks at 140 million bushels, which somewhat
compares to that of 2012/13, where ending stocks
were also at 140 million bushels.
The difference between 2012/13 and 2020/21 is
a 6.0 million acre increase in harvested acres and
a 10.5 bushel per acre increase in yield. This should
have led to an increase in U.S. ending stocks.

Private estimate for 21/22 is courtesy of LaSalle Rosenthal Collins Group
Tightness began to develop over the years from sizable increases in
crush and exports. The crush has been increased 511 million bushels since
2013 and U.S. exports have seen a 910-million-bushel increase over the
same period.
Over the past two to three years, the U.S. farmer has struggled
with unfavorable conditions resulting in a huge number of acres not
getting planted as well as yield loss due to variable weather conditions
throughout the growing season.
This year, expectations are that there will be a significant switch from
cotton or wheat to soybeans or other related oilseed crops. The current
soybean/corn ratio at 2.6 supports that theory. The significant rally in
soybean futures has also played a major role in the decision-making
process of what to plant.
Acreage increases are expected to be notable this year, especially with
the wonderful post-harvest weather conditions across much of the U.S.
Midwest last year. The crops got harvested in decent time, leaving ample
time for fall fieldwork and fall applications. If the mild weather continues
into the spring planting season, we could be faced with a fast-paced
planting season.

GLOBAL MARKETS

Around the world, South America experienced dry weather conditions early
on in their soybean planting season. Late season rains across Brazil eased
concerns of crop losses. The USDA forecasts the 2020/21 Brazilian crop at
133.0 million metric tons (MMT), a 7.0 MMT increase over 2019/20. Harvest
was expected to pick up speed during February, with supplies hitting the
export facilities mid-to-late February or early March. Argentina has been drier
than Brazil, resulting in reductions in production estimates. The latest USDA
estimate is at 48.0 MMT with trade ideas closer to 47.0 MMT. This compares
to the 50.0 MMT forecast in December.
U.S. exports have soared during the 2020/21 marketing year, with the largest
portion slated for China. Total soybean exports through the week of January 18
were 2.125 billion bushels (BB), 95% of the USDA target of 2.230 BB, and there
are seven months left in the current marketing year.

Looking ahead, we could see ending stocks continue to tighten. There are
ideas stocks could drop to either side of 100 million bushels before the next
U.S. crop is ready to harvest.
Early intentions are that the U.S. could see soybean acreage between 87.090.0 million acres with a yield in the 50.0-52.0 bushel per acre area.
Volatility is expected to continue in the marketplace, which in turn could
provide opportunities to make profitable sales. Since August 2020, the soybean
market has rallied $5-$6 for old crop and $3-$4 for new crop.
Disclaimer: This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS Hedging LLC and
should be considered a solicitation. This communication may contain privileged and/or confidential information
and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If the reader of this message is
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized dissemination, distribution, and/or use
of this communication is strictly prohibited. CHS Hedging LLC makes no representation or warranty regarding the
correctness of any information contained herein, or the appropriateness of any transaction for any person. Nothing
herein shall be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell any commodity contract.
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OLD AND NEW CROP SALES STRATEGIES
With strong
Chinese demand
for soybeans, all
commodities have
rallied since last
fall, to a greater
degree than
expected.
By Jeff Blom,
Waiting for the
CHS Northland Grain,
Grain Sales Merchandiser
South American
crop to come
online, China has recently been absent
from the old crop bean market. As
such, old crop sales will be minimal,
but we don’t have many beans left to
ship anyway.
China has been purchasing new crop
beans — 25 boatloads at the end of
January. That is a fraction of what they
need if demand charts are to be taken
seriously. The industry anticipates
China will continue to buy.
Values are much higher at the
beginning of 2021. Basis levels are
very good compared to 2020 and
have been improving. Just remember
that beans in October out of the U.S.
are about $2/bu. cheaper than South
American beans, with the current
futures version.

A lot of farmers are probably waiting
for that inversion to come together
so they can get a higher price for
new crop beans. That may happen,
but it is probably unlikely since this is
a supply-driven inversion where the
U.S. indicates ending stocks at near
pipeline levels for this year.
Once the market has satisfied
domestic demand, which will probably
happen through South American
imports later this summer, that will
probably bring the nearby futures
down closer to November.
People hanging onto old crop
beans have a fair amount of price
risk with this inversion right now.
The same is true of corn. There is a
steep inversion in the corn market
going into the summer. People with
old crop corn must be aware of that
inversion. At some point in time, the
export market will not be competitive
and other countries like South
America will garner more export
sales than the U.S. Right now, the U.S.
has inventory that should move in the
early summer months.

This old crop futures movement has
brought new crop values up (not at
the same pace) and people are fearful
of selling today. “What if the market
goes higher?” they reason. That can
happen. You do need to be careful
of selling too much inventory to the
elevators in case you don’t have it.
A good way to protect yourself and
get closer to 100% of your production
is to buy puts. This applies to all
commodities.
Be careful of doing contracts that
offer premiums by selling out the
money calls in this environment that
could cause you to have more bushels
sold at lower prices, or not.
We’re in an environment of
significantly higher prices. No matter
whether you sell today or tomorrow,
you will probably make money. This
is a good time to liquidate old crop
inventories, especially wheat, to get
things cleaned up.
Of all the commodities, wheat is the
only one that offers any significant
carries. These carries are minimal, but
they need to be taken advantage of
for the upcoming crop.

CHS GRAIN MERCHANDISERS
TYLER AANDAL, CHS Northland Grain, Crookston, Minn.		

218-686-1717

JEFF BLOM, CHS Northland Grain, St Hilaire, Minn.		

218-964-5252

MATT HOWEL, CHS Northland Grain, Greenbush, MN		

218-782-2111

JUSTIN SANDS, CHS Northland Grain, Warren, Minn. 		

218-745-5363

PAT KNUTSON, CHS Mahnomen, Mahnomen, Minn. 		

218-935-2261

GET A HEAD START ON HEAD SCAB.

Miravis® Ace is a fungicide like no other. It’s powerful enough
to control scab, even when sprayed as early as 50% head
emergence. That gives you more time to get it right. Plus,
improved efficacy, reduced DON levels and a potential yield
gain of 3 to 6 bu/A come harvest. To learn more, see your
local Syngenta retailer or visit SprayEarlier.com.

©2019 Syngenta. Important: Always read and follow label instructions. Some crop protection products may not be registered for sale or use in all states or counties. Please check with your
local extension service to ensure registration status. Miravis Ace is currently not registered and may not be offered for sale, sold or used as a formulated premix product in the US. Miravis Ace
is sold as a combination of separately registered products: Miravis Ace A and Miravis Ace B fungicides. Performance assessments are based upon results or analysis of public information, field observations
and/or internal Syngenta evaluations. Miravis®, the Alliance Frame, the Purpose Icon and the Syngenta logo are trademarks of a Syngenta Group Company. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.
MW 8MIR00259-AERIAL-AG84 11/18
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Pictured above is Al Pierson, team member of The White Hat Gang, a group of hockey
supporters who bring in pumpkins and raise money for the Grand Pumpkin Growing Contest.
On his own, Al has raised almost $25,000 for the YMCA Parkinson’s Program. Al has lived with
Parkinson’s for 10 years and credits his ability to get around to the program. On Al’s right is the
1,600-pound pumpkin he brought to the contest this year. On Al’s left is his daughter Joanna
who cares for her dad and helps him with his fundraising efforts. “They are quite a team,” says
Patti McEnroe. Patti and her husband Tom McEnroe, a CHS Ag Services agronomy sales rep,
have helped organize the Grand Pumpking Growing Contest for the past five years.

COMMUNITY

Cheers for Volunteers
CHS supports its employees who want to champion causes in their communities
— causes that are personal to them. Read about this husband-wife team who have,
for the past five years, raised money to fight a horrible disease.
Tom McEnroe, a CHS Ag Services agronomy sales rep, his wife Patti, and a few
of their friends, started a fundraiser five years ago called the “Grand Pumpkin
Growing Contest” which to-date has raised more than $72,000 for the Parkinson’s
Program at the Grand Forks YMCA.
You see, Patti McEnroe was the healthy living director at the YMCA in 2015. Back
then, Patti had an employee whose dad was living with Parkinson’s Disease. That
employee was also working with active older adults.
Patti did some research, sent the employee for training, and helped the
YMCA start what is today known as their Parkinson’s Wellness and Rock Steady
Boxing Program.
“Parkinson’s is such a complex disease,” explains Patti. “We have to work with
every individual separately: physically, mentally and emotionally.” To improve
physical abilities, the YMCA conducts boxing classes and group cycling classes
specifically for people with Parkinson’s. These and other programs for people
with Parkinson’s emphasize sensory awareness, attention and focus, cognitive and
emotional engagement, and speech.
It was soon decided a fundraiser was necessary to purchase specialized
equipment and hire professionally trained staff without asking people with the
disease to pay extra.
This is where CHS and Patti’s husband Tom came into the story.
“Our annual fundraiser is called ‘Pumpkins for Parkinson’s.’ We decided to have
around eight teams and local businesses work on fundraising, with one of the
top teams being the Ag Team, which began as the CHS Team. Then, some CHS
manufacturing partners and even competitors and their employees asked to join
the fundraiser.
“We thought it better to change our name to the Ag Team so everybody could
be involved,” says Tom.
Each team finds growers, gardeners and employees to grow giant pumpkins.
They also get pledges and donations from their employees and customers.
“Then, in the fall, we have our Pumpkin Day at the YMCA, showing off the largest
pumpkins,” says Tom, who drives around and picks up all the pumpkins. “CHS
provides the heavy trailer, scale, warehouse and forklift for the transport, weighing
and temporary storage of the largest pumpkins, which range from 250 to 1,600
pounds,” says Patti. Then Tom and Patti help organize a cookout in the parking lot
and people bring their kids around to see the pumpkins.
On average, the eight teams raise around $12,000 per year through the Grand
Pumpkin Growing Contest.
“The Parkinson’s program caught my interest because several of my friends —
including four of my customers — have this horrible disease,” says Tom. “Several of
my customers are also pumpkin growers and many provide donations.”
The same can be said about CHS Ag Services employees. Several raise pumpkins
and many have donated their hard-earned money to help others. All the money
raised goes to the Grand Forks YMCA Parkinson’s Program.
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PO Box 128
St. Hilaire, MN 56754

Early Plant, Final Plant and Replant Reminders

Lonnie Longtin,
CHS Northwest
Insurance Services

With spring seeding just around the
corner, I want to offer a few reminders.
The early plant date for wheat is April 1,
for corn it is April 11, and for soybeans it
is April 21. If you seed before these dates,
your crop is still insurable, but your
replant option is terminated.
The final plant dates are May 25 for
corn, June 5 for wheat, and June 10
for soybeans. You can plant after these
dates, but your insurance guarantee is
reduced by 1% each day after the final
plant date.

If you run into difficulties seeding and are in a replant or
prevent plant situation, give us a call and we can discuss
the options available to you. There are a few changes this
year regarding preventive planting and the crops planted
the previous year.
Most hail insurance companies have carry-over coverage
from the previous year. This gives you coverage for the
crops on which you had hail insurance the previous year.
Any new crops planted (or any added land) would not have
hail coverage. The carry-over coverage ends around June 1,
but the exact date varies by company.
Have a great spring planting season and stay safe. We are
looking forward to working with you.

